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Good morning Chairwoman Head and Members of the Committee. My name is 
Dianne Avery and I am Professor Emerita, University at Buffalo School of Law, 
The State University of New York.  I am addressing the Committee today in my 
individual capacity as a legal scholar and not as a representative of the Law 
School or the University.   
 
I thank the Committee for the opportunity to comment on the relationship 
between the tipped minimum wage and sexual harassment in the restaurant 
industry.  For thirty years, from 1984 to 2015, I taught labor law, employment law, 
employment discrimination law, and sexual harassment law at SUNY Buffalo Law 
School.  My scholarly publications have focused on labor law, labor history, 
employment discrimination law, women’s rights, and gender stereotypes.  I also 
co-authored three editions of a casebook on employment discrimination law.  
Since 2006, I have presented talks at conferences and published scholarship on 
sexualized labor in frontline service jobs.  My most recent publication focused on 
the relation between the tipped subminimum wage and the sexualization of 
female servers in the so-called breastaurant industry.1  
 
The Committee is considering S.40, an act relating to increasing the minimum 
wage, which would increase the minimum wage in Vermont to $15.00 an hour by 
2024.2  Significantly, this proposed bill leaves in place the current provision of the 
Vermont minimum wage law that requires that “[a]n employer in the hotel, motel, 
tourist place, and restaurant industry shall not employ a service or tipped 
employee at a basic wage rate less than one-half the minimum wage.”3  The 
General Assembly’s Minimum Wage and Benefits Cliff Study Committee 
recommended increasing the minimum wage to $15.00, but “[d]ue to time 
constraints, took virtually no testimony on the issue of the tipped minimum 
wage[,]” and made no recommendation “with respect to whether the General 
Assembly should amend the statutory language governing Vermont’s tipped 
minimum wage.”4   
 
Legislation to eliminate or raise the tipped minimum wage is a controversial issue 
in the restaurant industry. Seven states have eliminated the tipped minimum 
wage entirely.5  Eighteen states require tipped workers to receive a subminimum 
wage of $2.13 an hour, the minimum required by the federal law.6  Governor 
Cuomo has recently proposed eliminating the tipped minimum wage in New 
York.7  In Massachusetts, a coalition of citizen activists, Raise Up 
Massachusetts, has a petition to place an initiative on the 2018 ballot that would 
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raise the Commonwealth’s $11.00 minimum wage to $15.00 by 2022 and 
gradually increase the current $3.75 tipped minimum wage to $9.00 by 2022.8  
New Hampshire’s tipped minimum wage is set at 45% of its minimum wage, 
which remains at the current federal minimum wage of $7.25.9  The Maine 
legislature recently rolled back its tipped minimum wage to one-half the minimum 
wage, after voters in November 2016 had approved a ballot measure to eliminate 
the tipped minimum wage entirely.  Many Maine restaurant servers testified in 
opposition to eliminating the tipped minimum because of their belief that 
“customers tip less when they know servers are being paid more.”10   
 
For purposes of consideration of raising the minimum wage in Vermont, 
Legislative Counsel Damien Leonard has outlined six “Legislative Options for the 
Tipped Minimum Wage.”11 Vermont employers in the restaurant and hospitality 
industry who have testified regarding S.40 have opposed any increase in the 
minimum wage and particularly the tipped minimum wage.  Nevertheless, 
industry concerns about the negative effects of the minimum wage on 
employment and prices may be overblown.12  More importantly, there is 
compelling evidence that low minimum wages and the preservation of the tipped 
minimum wage may be significant contributors to the gender wage gap (and 
consequently female poverty) and sexual harassment in the restaurant industry.13   
 
Nationally, the gender wage gap is smaller and women’s poverty rates are lower 
in states that have eliminated the tipped subminimum wage as compared to 
states that have a tipped minimum cash wage of $2.13 an hour (the federal 
minimum).14  In Vermont, in the third quarter of 2017, women held 54% of the 
jobs in the accommodation and food services industries, and women’s average 
wages were 79% of men’s wages.15  A recent study reported that uneven wage 
growth in Vermont between 1979 and 2016 has produced substantial income 
inequality and has increased the number of families living below the poverty line, 
including many female-headed single-parent households with children.16  The 
livable hourly wage in Vermont in 2016 was $13.03 for a 40-hour workweek, and 
$14.89 per hour for a 35-hour workweek.17  Although the 2016 mean hourly wage 
for Vermont waiters and waitresses in the 90th percentile was $23.53, for servers 
in the 10th percentile, the mean hourly wage was $9.61 and the 25th percentile 
was $9.78.18  As of January 1, 2018, the minimum hourly wage in Vermont is 
$10.50 and the tipped minimum wage is $5.25. 
 
The tipped minimum wage has also been linked to the high incidence of sexual 
harassment in the restaurant industry.  This is not new news.  In 2014 the 
Restaurant Opportunities Centers United (ROC) and Forward Together published 
The Glass Floor: Sexual Harassment in the Restaurant Industry, reporting on 
their survey of 688 current and former restaurant servers in 39 states.19  They 
concluded that restaurant servers were twice as likely to experience sexual 
harassment—from managers, co-workers, and customers—in a state with a 
tipped minimum wage than in a state that had eliminated a subminimum wage for 
tipped workers.  ROC also concluded that waitresses experienced more sexual 
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harassment when their employers or managers required them to dress and 
groom themselves to appear sexier.   
 
The issue of sexual harassment in the restaurant industry and other low-waged 
occupations has gained renewed interest from journalists, labor activists, and 
researchers following the recent sexual harassment allegations brought against 
high-profile individuals in media, the entertainment industry, academia, and 
politics that have led to the #MeToo movement.  Headlines in the news highlight 
the issue.  From The Washington Post:  “Rape in the storage room.  Groping at 
the bar.  Why is the restaurant industry so terrible for women.”20  From The New 
York Times: “The Tipping Equation:  At restaurants across America, servers 
calculate how far is too far, weighing harassing behavior against the tips they 
need to make a living wage.”21  From The Atlantic’s CityLab: “Why Sexual 
Harassment Rates Are So High in the Restaurant Industry:  Where working for 
tips means the customer is always right, waitresses, bartenders, and other 
tipped-wage workers endure stunning rates of sexual harassment.”22 From 
Rewire.News:  “The Tipped Minimum Wage is Fueling Sexual Harassment in 
Restaurants.”23 
 
Research published just a few months ago in The Harvard Business Review 
reinforces the worker narratives behind these news stories, noting that “[m]ore 
sexual harassment claims in the U.S. are filed in the restaurant industry than in 
any other, where as many as 90% of women and 70% of men reportedly 
experience some form of sexual harassment.”24  A 2016 survey of the Boston 
restaurant industry illustrates the effects of a substantial gap between the 
minimum wage and the tipped minimum wage on the incidence of sexual 
harassment and wage theft.25 This report observes, “One of the most striking 
findings from our survey results is that tipped restaurant workers suffer much 
higher rates of sexual harassment than workers who don’t rely on customer’s tips 
for their income.”26   
 
My own research into the role of employment discrimination law in frontline 
service industries began with my exploration of the legal and social aspects of a 
2006 federal court of appeals case that denied the sex discrimination claim of a 
female bartender who lost her job at a Nevada casino because she refused the 
employer’s demands that she wear specified makeup at work pursuant to a new 
gender-based grooming policy.27  My more recent scholarship has explored the 
effects of tipping laws and customs in the breastaurant industry where scantily 
clad female servers may have a financial incentive to accept sexual harassment 
by customers (or co-workers and managers) as just part of the job and not as an 
unlawful employment practice that must be reported and remedied.28  I wrote, “By 
hiring only attractive young female servers who embody a certain ‘branded,’ 
sexualized—and predominantly racialized—image, breastaurants enable some 
young women to turn an occupational gender-based wage penalty into a gender-
based wage premium.”29  But at what cost?  Although the overwhelming majority 
of female servers are not very young, scantily clad waitresses working in 
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breastaurants, sexual harassment of servers occurs throughout the food and 
beverage industry. 
 
Sexual harassment is only one of the harms to workers that is exacerbated by 
the tipped minimum wage in the restaurant industry.  Racial discrimination is also 
pervasive in restaurants, not only in the racial disparities in hiring, promotion, and 
earnings between front-of-the-house and back-of-the-house employees, but also 
in racial disparities in the tips customers leave for servers.  Although the wage 
and hour laws require employers to top-off the wages of tipped workers who do 
not earn sufficient tips to cover the gap between the tipped hourly cash wage and 
the minimum wage, enforcement of these laws may be difficult, particularly when 
tipped workers have incentives not to complain.  To address these issues, some 
restaurants have abandoned tipping altogether, with mixed success.30  Arguing 
that “the movement against tipping is ill-advised,” two legal scholars have 
recently proposed eliminating legal restrictions on tip pooling among front-of-the-
house and back-of-the-house workers.31  While tip pooling among “customarily 
tipped” workers may reduce intrafirm competition among servers for premium 
shifts and desirable restaurant sections, it is not clear how either voluntary or 
mandatory tip-pooling affects the incidence of sexual harassment.  These issues 
warrant further study. 
 
I am not suggesting here that the practice of tipping restaurant servers causes 
sexual harassment in the restaurant industry.  Sexual harassment claims come 
from nontipped and salaried employees throughout the economy, as well as from 
tipped workers.  Rather I believe attention should be paid to evidence that the 
preservation of the tipped subminimum wage contributes to both the gender 
wage gap and sexual harassment in the restaurant industry.  Employees who 
seek legal redress for wage and hour or employment discrimination violations 
face numerous substantive and procedural barriers. Even successful claims may 
take years to produce limited remedies.  For low-wage workers in the restaurant 
industry, who are unlikely to have union or legal representation, quitting work and 
moving on may be the easiest option.  But for restaurant owners, high turnover 
and disgruntled employees imposes unwelcome costs in a tight labor market.32 
 
In closing, I note that this Tuesday, April 10, was Equal Pay Day.  In a just-
published opinion in an Equal Pay Act case, a federal court of appeals judge 
observed, “Although the [Equal Pay] Act has prohibited sex-based wage 
discrimination for more than fifty years, the financial exploitation of working 
women embodied by the gender pay gap continues to be an embarrassing reality 
of our economy.”33  We have become all too aware that workplace sexual 
harassment—a violation of federal employment discrimination law for over thirty 
years—is also “an embarrassing reality of our economy.”  Will One Fair Wage 
mitigate these harms?  As Sylvia Allegretto and David Cooper suggested in 
2014, “perhaps we should simply eliminate the tipped minimum wage altogether, 
and give tipped workers the same basic protection afforded to other workers.”34   
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Thanks again for the opportunity to speak to you today.  My goal has been to 
bring to light an aspect of the tipped minimum wage discussion that until recently 
has been ignored or hidden from view.  Those hidden costs deserve to be part of 
any deliberations on the subject.  I would be happy to respond to any questions 
you might have. 
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